
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Attribuzione crediti formativi 

per Workshop – Workshop tirocinanti 
Workshop accreditation request 

 
 

Docente Responsabile/ 
Reference Professor   

Antonella Contin  

 

Docente 
proponente/Proposing 
professor 

Antonella Contin 

 

Corso di Studio 
proponente/Proposing 
study programme 

Sustainable Landscape and Architecture (Piacenza Campus) 

 
Altri docent/other 
professors involved 

Alessandra Pandolfi, Giovanna Sona (DICA) 
 

 
Titolo dell’iniziativa/Title Battery Park District: Arbatax-Tortolì Evolutionary city 

 
Tipologia/type Workshop accreditabile come attività a scelta per il numero di crediti previsti dal 

regolamento di ciascun corso di studio 

 

Lingua di 
erogazione/language  

English 

 
ore previste/expected 
duration-hours  

In presenza/in presence: 100 
Lavoro autonomo/independent work: 20 

 

periodo di 
svolgimento/workshop 
period 

12.10/22.10  
(Le tempistiche del corso e le condizioni climatiche non consentono di 
organizzarlo in un altro momento) 

 

sede di 
svolgimento/location 

Arbatax-Tortolì Municipalities 

 
breve descrizione/brief 
description 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

The Workshop is organized in collaboration with the Municipality of Tortolì-Arbatax and with the 
company LEVANTE s.r.l.s. concessionaire of the area. 

The main urban challenge(s) tackled by the project 
The main urban challenge tackled by the project is the fight again the abandonment through 

valorization of the area called Parco Batteria of 40.551 sq.m., through an integrated naturalistic-
cultural itinerary.  It is a peripheral part of Arbatax in the municipal territory of Tortolì the most 
populous and economically important municipality in Ogliastra (Sardegna). The contest area is a hill 
that during the first and second world war was used by the military who, through the anti-naval and 
anti-aircraft batteries, defended the territory and above all the port - a point at greater risk of attack - 
thanks to its strategic position. The incredibly beautiful panorama sweeps like an amphitheater from 
the Gennargentu mountains to the Tortolì plain and the Gulf of Arbatax. The municipality and the 
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concessionaire of the area aims at “the enhancement of an integrated naturalistic-cultural itinerary 
through the development of recreational and cultural compatible activities with reference to natural 

areas, as long as they do not conflict with the needs of naturalistic protection and in full respect of 
ecological functionality”. 
The proposed project aims to enter into the debate between cultural goods and economic-social 
good. On the one hand, it highlights the complex patrimonial dimension, which has placed at the 
centre of attention the cultural value of historical and natural territories as a quality factor and, 
therefore, a possible driving force for the development of different settlement contexts. If it still 
seems real today that the engine for the reactivation of the natural and historical heritage can be 
tourism, the mechanisms linked to real estate capital prefer to concentrate investments on renowned 

landscapes and consolidated areas. 
 

Proposed solution  
Battery Park District that until now was neither transformed, nor maintained has to be transformed 
in a renowned touristic centre.  
We intervene on its three challenges defining a whole project within an integrated approach that 
determine the plan and the result of its impact monitoring (Metropolitan Cartography).  
The Arbatax-Tortolì Battery Park District proposal is based on A) a cross-cutting, non-linear 
scientific method for integration between a structured system of projects and a participatory process 

approach to provide an alternative to the city's production, bringing new life to urban planning based 
on the principles of equality and  inclusion. 
 
1) To enhance its geographical position, we propose B) a mapping process through open-source data 
(Metropolitan Cartography), remote sensing and OSM of the territorial state of the context necessary 
to establish a C) local community project dedicated to local strategic value implementation. 
 
2) To counteract the economic stagnation, we propose a D) integral sustainable project between 

Battery Park , its district and the Port, which can attract investments (in the social, economic and 
energy spheres) on the heritage of local material and immaterial culture. It is a project of urban 
regeneration that starts from the integrated accessibility between the two historical centres (Arbatax 
and Tortolì), and that through their connection transforms the district, currently considered 
peripheral, in a new centrality and incentives so the return of investment. The project, through 
alternative proposals of collaborative urban regeneration E) of the areas leveraging heritage and 
culture to also regenerate the socio-economic realm through participation and innovation. 
 

3) To contrast the lack of "modern" urban services and products (right to the city) necessary for the 
evolution of new social models and community logic (right to the lifestyle), we define G) local 
product development actions able to activate new productive processes related to food, oil and wine 
and related supplies. The reactivation of ancient trades is connected to the study of historical 
references linked to territorial intelligence and competences (The Sixth Framework Programme 
(FP6)). That brings us back, more than anything else, to the recovery of ancient fruits, wood, linens 
and canapés, to the horticultural production rich in traditional and precious varieties. The production 
of cheese, but also to stone, iron and ceramics. 

 

Acquired competence. The approach: innovate to invent something that changes the rules 
In our proposal, Battery Park District within Arbatax-Tortolì municipalities are understood as 
an Evolutionary city. Our vision and approach first clarified the issue and the processes – occurring 
at different scales – that concurred to determine it. Then, we plan an intervention not on the question 
directly, but on the factors that could determine the challenge (as circular and non-linear causes 
according to our vision of complexity). Our method differentiates from today typical development 
practices, which could manipulate the identity of a historical place without producing a sustainable 
long term project, but only a private and not collective project (Planning gentrification and risk). 

 

A widespread vision 
First of all, the participants will acquire an inter-scalar vision in which the Battery Park District is 
located within the vast area of Ogliastra. The coast and its valleys are the reference system and Cagliari 
its metropolitan area. Considered within this dimension, the Battery Park District project is 
paradigmatic because it does not find the park only as a single and separate case, but as a "spark" that 
can trigger transformations in the whole area. The leap in scale is made necessary by the current 
moment in the history of the world that we call Anthropocene. The Battery Park District project that 

intervenes on the causes of the abandonment of the area is an effect of contemporaneity.  
Ours is a project of innovative practice. It is a project that cannot be solved in the Battery Park, but 
that from the local scale recalls another level for a change. The way to conceive the area’ strategy for 
our project is, according to the DPS. 2013, the purpose of indicating the guide-ideas to modify the 
negative trends in the territory. Results achieved in terms of quality citizens' life, and actions through 
which to pursue these objectives, revolve around innovative pivotal points not directly acting on the 
issue but its causes. 
 

 
 



Parole chiave/key words Fragile Territory; Heritage; Ecosystem Services  
 
 

 
 

Eventuali pre-requisiti di 
conoscenza e abilità 
richieste/requested 
knowledge and skills, if 
any  

// 

 
 

Numero Massimo di 
studenti/maximum 
number of students 

20 

 
 
 

Destinatari /recipients Bachelors and Master Students  
 
 

 
 

Criteri di selezione, se 
previsti/selection 
criteria, if any 

// 

 

contatti /contacts mail  antonella.contin@polimi.it tel. 3487844260 
 

website   

  

 
Note/notes 

In particolare, specificare se verrà chiesta agli studenti una cifra di anticipo per 
materiali di consumo, vitto o alloggio ed una stima della spesa (Si ricorda che la 
partecipazione alle spese non potrà coprire altri eventuali costi per la realizzazione 
dell’evento). 
In particular, specify any possible expense the students are due to face if 
participating in the proposed activity (only costs to cover food, travel, materials are 
admitted: no amount can be required from students in order to cover the costs to 
organize the workshop). 
 
The fees required will be in proportion to the number of participants and may not 
exceed 200 euros. 
 
In addiction, two-day excursion organized by the association SalinasEscursioni 
(http://www.supramonteselvaggio.it/contatti-salinas-escursioni.html) is planned. 

  

 

 

Si ricorda che l’eventuale approvazione del Workshop comporta un successivo momento di valutazione delle 
attività previste relativamente alle procedure di Sicurezza in uso al Politecnico di Milano da condursi in 
collaborazione con il Responsabile della Sicurezza del dipartimento di afferenza. 

 
Indicare il Corso di Studio proponente e gli altri Corsi di Studio ai quali è rivolta l’attività e per i quali è possibile 
riconoscere i crediti – Indicate the proposing Study Programme and the other Study Programmes to which the 
activity is addressed and fro which it is possible to give credits 
 

 

 

 

 

 

CdL LAUREE MAGISTRALI E CICLO UNICO/MSc and 5 year single cycle degree VALIDO PER/ Valid for 

CdL LAUREE TRIENNALI/BSc VALIDO PER/ Valid for 

L23 INGEGNERIA EDILE E DELLE COSTRUZIONI    

L17 PROGETTAZIONE DELL'ARCHITETTURA     4 cfu 

L21 URBANISTICA: CITTA' AMBIENTE PAESAGGIO  4 cfu 

http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=174&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=497&annoAA=2017&L=0
http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=180&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1094&annoAA=2017&L=0
http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=179&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1093&annoAA=2017&L=0


LM 4/ 

CU 

INGEGNERIA EDILE-ARCHITETTURA/BUILDING ENGINEERING-

ARCHITECTURE 

 

LM4 
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN AND HISTORY NO 

LM4 
ARCHITETTURA - ARCHITETTURA DELLE COSTRUZIONI/ BUILDING 
ARCHITECTURE 

4 cfu 

LM4 ARCHITETTURA - AMBIENTE COSTRUITO - INTERNI - ARCHITECTURE - BUILT 

ENVIRONMENT - INTERIORS  

4 cfu 

LM4 ARCHITETTURA E DISEGNO URBANO - ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN    4 cfu 

LM4 SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE AND LANDSCAPE DESIGN - ARCHITETTURA 

SOSTENIBILE E PROGETTO DEL PAESAGGIO  
4 cfu 

LM24 BUILDING AND ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING   

LM24 INGEGNERIA DEI SISTEMI EDILIZI   

LM24 MANAGEMENT OF BUILT ENVIRONMENT    

LM48 URBAN PLANNING AND POLICY DESIGN - PIANIFICAZIONE URBANA E 

POLITICHE TERRITORIALI  

4 cfu 

LM3 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE. LAND LANDSCAPE HERITAGE   4 cfu 

 

La Giunta di Scuola, vista la proposta di workshop presentata attribuisce numero e tipologia dei seguenti crediti 
formativi/the School Council, having examined the request, accredits the activity for the following number of 
credits: 
 

n. crediti /credits  4 Equivalenti ad attività a libera 
scelta/equivalent to elective course 

oppure 
 

n. crediti /credits  Equivalenti al tirocinio/equivalent to 
internship 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Firmato digitalmente 

http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=208&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1086&annoAA=2017&L=0
http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=215&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1136&annoAA=2017&L=0
http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=215&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1136&annoAA=2017&L=0
http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=221&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1195&annoAA=2017&L=0
http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=221&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1195&annoAA=2017&L=0
http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=222&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1217&annoAA=2017&L=0
http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=207&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1085&annoAA=2017&L=0
http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=207&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1085&annoAA=2017&L=0
http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=211&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1095&annoAA=2017&L=0
http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=216&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1142&annoAA=2017&L=0
http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=212&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1096&annoAA=2017&L=0
http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=214&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1098&annoAA=2017&L=0
http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=214&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1098&annoAA=2017&L=0
http://www.auic.polimi.it/index.php?id=304&uid=220&k_cf=222&k_corso_la=1187&annoAA=2017&L=0

